


Oshawa Centre
419 King Street West 
Oshawa | ON L1J 2K5 
North of Door #1 Near Sears
905.404.2233 | 1.844.356.4263

FOCUSED
ON QUALITY
At F.G.Bradley’s, our goal is to bring you traditional style  
fun that provides a catalyst for families and friends to  
interact and play together! In this turbulent, fast paced 
age, “family time” away from computers and television is 
more important than ever. We carry distinctive products 
from around the world that will help you find fun new 
ways to spend quality time together.

Our stores have built a 30 year reputation for superior 
quality products that will stand the test of time. We 
favour Canadian manufacturers and focus on providing 
a level of service that is not often encountered.
 
Our Sales Associates pride themselves on being  
“Game Experts” and will help you make the best  
choices whether you are searching for an entertaining 
gift or planning your new game room.  

We hope you will visit one F.G.Bradley’s, truly unique, 
Greater Toronto Area locations to experience our  
knowledgeable Sales Associates and uncompromising  
service standards.  
 
We are committed to you being  
thoroughly delighted every time  
you come to visit!     

1. Trivial Pursuit Classic - Pg. 4
2. Trefl Canadian Artist Puzzle - Pg. 9 

 3. Shot! Birds of Prey Dart Set - Pg. 19 
 4. Escape Room Board Game - Pg. 7 
 5. Dufferin Canadian Billiard Cue - Pg. 25
6. Vintage Theatre Style Popcorn Cart - Pg. 16
7. Retro Electronic Games - Pg. 5 
8. Midnight Taboo - Pg. 13
9. Jumbo Cribbage Board - Pg. 10  

10. Roberto Sport College Pro Foosball - Pg. 23

 F.G.Bradley's Top 10 Gift Picks
Don't know what to get them? F.G.Bradley's makes gift 
giving easy! Look for this Top Ten symbol throughout 
the catalogue for our ultimate gift suggestions!  

Our billiard tables come in pieces 
so they will fit into any basement or 
loft. Don’t worry, our certified billiard 
mechanics will assemble it for you! 

All our billiard tables come with a  
lifetime manufacturer’s warranty.  
We are confident you won’t need it, 
but it’s our commitment that your 
purchase will be worry free!

Sit back, we can take care of the 
nuts and bolts! We have service 
technicians on staff to install or 
service what we sell. 

F.G.Bradley’s supply and service 
commercial billiard establishments 
like pool rooms, condos, and  
recreation centers across Canada.

Check out our website for all the latest games  
and so much more like...

• Design and layout your game room
• Customize your own pool table
• Find the rules to that old game in the closet
• Learn how...with F.G.Bradley’s Expert Tips
• Book a service call and more!

fun...only a click away!

shop for fun

online

www.fgbradleys.com

Pickering Town Centre
1355 Kingston Rd.  
Pickering, ON |  L1V 1B8
Lower Level Sears Wing
905.420.6113 | 1.888.456.GAME

Fairview Mall
1800 Sheppard Ave. E  
North York, ON |  M2J 5A7
Lower Level near The Bay
416.494.0094 | 1.800.829.4981

Etobicoke Store  
192 North Queen Street  
Etobicoke, ON |  M9C 4Y1 
Across from Sherway Gardens
416.622.7084 | 1.866.407.5400

CERTIFIED  
BILLIARD MECHANICS 
F.G.Bradley’s has Certified Billiard Mechanics on staff to 
professionally fulfill all your service needs, including:
• Installing billiard/game tables
• Re-clothing
• Moving

We also do repairs and service to all makes and models!

• Dismantling
• Crating
• Leveling

- Pg. 5 

- Pg. 10

SERVICES

OUR
LOCATIONS

yes it fits!

we've got
you covered!

need it
delivered,

setup or fixed?

commercial
specialists

Still can’t decide?
Don’t worry we have  
the gift that always fits.  
Give an F.G.Bradley’s  
gift card!



 just for kids! 

Braintopia 
Braintopia is a simple game 
made up of eight fast-paced 
challenges that keep you on 
your toes as you focus your mind 
and solve puzzles before your 
opponents. 700597 $24.99

See it!  
Slam it! Say It! 
Elbow out the competition 
as you shout and slap 
your way to the win!   
It's that simple.  
709087 $29.99
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Trivial  
Pursuit Classic  
The Classic Edition of this 
Trivial Pursuit Game is the 
same game play you know 
and love with 2,400 NEW 
trivia questions from traditional 
game categories, only with 
a 1980's retro appearance!  
700137 $44.99

Apples to Apples
15th Anniversary 
To celebrate the 15th Appleversary 
of Apples to Apples, the game is 
packed with fresh content and 
exclusive scoring golden tokens. 
Whether it is your first visit to the 
orchard or you’ve been drinking the 
cider for years, everyone will find 
outrageous laughs! 700057 $49.99

Speak Out
Adult vs Kids 
Bring the family together for 
laugh-out-loud fun. Try to say 
different phrases while wearing a 
mouthpiece that won't let you shut 
your mouth. Parents pick from the 
Parents deck. Kids get to choose 
from the Kids deck. Let the games 
begin. 701508 $39.99

Codenames - NEW Editions 
Codenames has taken the world by storm! 
Now the hit social word game has added 
three very different editions, guaranteed 
to pique the interest of everyone from 6 
to 60. Each edition holds true to the basic 
elements of Codenames — give one-word 
clues to try to get someone to identify your 
agents among those on the table. In the 
highly anticipated Duets you are now  
working together as a team to find all  
of your agents. 
700131 Codenames: Duet $29.99
700142 Codenames: Disney Family $34.99
700143 Codenames: Marvel $34.99

Canadian Trivia 150th

Limited Edition 
This limited edition is a fun and 
informative way for know-it-alls to 
test their knowledge of Canada. 
How much do you know?   
700622 $34.99

Gonuts for Donuts 
A fast-paced card game with 
just a sprinkle of strategy 
where you collect donuts hot 
out of the oven for points.  
701465 $19.99

Catan Junior 
The perfect introduction to Catan for 
fledgling swashbucklers as young as 5 
years old. Use your resources to build 
ships and hideouts but watch out for the 
dreaded Ghost Captain. 701206 $39.99

My First Carcassonne 
Carcassonne has never been so alive! 
This version of the modern classic, has 
been adapted to allow players of all 
ages to play together. No need to count 
points! Be the first to place all of your 
pawns to win the game!  700617 $44.99

Glow In The Dark 
Slime Science Lab 
Hands-on fun with the grossest,  
ooziest science kit ever! Kids can make 
their very own glow-in-the-dark slime 
right at home. Includes mixing powders 
stir stick and storage containers. 
330671 $14.99

Ticket to Ride  
First Journey 
Take your kids on a journey with 
this kid-friendly train adventure 
series that features shorter routes, 
imaginative illustrations, and  
easy-to-follow icons. 700063 $49.99

your toes as you focus your mind 

            

Bananagrams Party 
Whether it's taking a lap around the 
game table or demolishing another 
player's grid, no one is safe! Party 
Power tiles add chaos to the sneakiest, 
cheekiest BANANAGRAMS ever! 
700387 $28.99

Linkee Party 
Linkee is a super-simple, shout-out-loud 
fast and fun quiz game with a twist. This 
family party game does things a little  
differently. Players don't win by getting 
the questions right, but by guessing  
the link between the answers! 
700378 $39.99

Ticket to Ride
Germany 
Ticket to Ride: Germany is a 
standalone game in the Ticket 
to Ride series where you need 
to claim routes that connect two 
cities showing on your secret ticket 
cards. Score points for claiming 
routes and for completing tickets.  
700626 $79.99

Jeopardy! Deluxe 
Play Jeopardy!® from the  
comfort of your own home.  
Like on the TV show, players 
 bet their earnings in Final  
Jeopardy. The deluxe edition 
features extra content and a 
metal ringer. 709027 $34.99

Family Feud  
This 40th Anniversary edition 
features the classic Family Feud 
home version console which is 
sure to provide hours of family 
entertainment. 700344 $39.99

Wheel of Fortune 
This exciting 3rd edition of the 
home version of Wheel of Fortune 
provides hours of great family 
entertainment with 96 puzzles in 
categories like: Before After, Same 
name, What Are You Doing, Fun 
Games, Thyme Time, Around the 
House, and lots more!  
709096 $39.99

mouthpiece that won't let you shut 
your mouth. Parents pick from the 

from the Kids deck. Let the games 

To celebrate the 15th Appleversary 

orchard or you’ve been drinking the 
cider for years, everyone will find 

700057 $49.99
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Jump In Puzzler 
A sequential movement puzzle game 
where the goal is to make different moves 
in a specific order. You’re always trying to 
go somewhere or escape from a place or 
room.  760045 $22.99

See it! 
Slam it! Say It!
Elbow out the competition 
as you shout and slap 
your way to the win!  
It's that simple. 
709087 $29.99

Retro Electronic Games 
Relive your old gaming experiences with 
these four great mini electronic arcade 
games with authentic arcade sounds and 
game play just like the real games. $29.99
715433 Frogger
715430 Asteroids
715435 Space Invaders
715434 Pacman

Cranium  
This smash-hit, award-winning 
board game brings friends 
together through a variety of 
activities that provide something 
for everyone. 701246 $49.99
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Word Spiel 
Just like the name, WordSpiel 
“Spiel uses the S from 
WordS,” is the word game…
Where the END…is just the 
BEGINNING! Word size 
doesn’t matter, but ending 
with a tricky letter can really 
challenge your opponents.   
720298 $16.99

Carcassonne BIG BOX 
Whether you’re a huge Carcassonne fan or  
experiencing the game for the first time, the  
Carcassonne Big Box has something for 
everyone. The Base game, 4 expansions, and 
much more in one box! You can also add the 
other expansions such as Under the Big Top, the 
tenth large expansion for Carcassonne and the 
first large expansion released exclusively for the 
second edition of Carcassonne. 700618 $109.99
700619 Expansion $26.99 

Star Wars Games 
Be the first to uncover which planet Darth Vader will target 
next. Recall your favorite movie moments from the entire  
Star Wars saga with these classic games from a galaxy  
far far away. May the force be with you.
700289 Star Wars Trivial Pursuit $59.99
700031 Star Wars Clue $44.99
700436 Star Wars Millennium Falcon Monopoly $39.99

Celestia 
In Celestia, you board an 
aircraft to perform many 
trips through the cities 
of Celestia and recover 
wonderful treasures. Be 
the richest adventurer 
by collecting the most 
precious treasures!  
701490 $42.99

Catan Legend Of 
The Sea Robbers 
Become a clan leader to 
explore your surroundings. 
One day outsiders appear 
at the coast of Catan. 
Shipwrecked! Where did 
they come from and what 
happened to them? ..and  
so the legend begins.  
701830 $59.99

Plague Inc. 
Can you infect the world? 
You need to battle against 
other players if you want 
to spread your plague, 
develop new symptoms 
and ultimately wipe out 
humanity. When the world 
collapses, who will be the 
ultimate plague?   
701285 $54.99

Wizard 
Our most popular card game where 
players bid the number of tricks they 
think they will win. Make the exact 
number of tricks and win points; too 
many or too few and you lose.  
720123 $12.99 

Dutch Blitz 
Dutch Blitz is a fast-moving, exciting 
game for everyone. The prime object 
of the game is to build as many cards 
in sequence - 1 through 10. The first 
player to exhaust his Blitz Pile has 
ended the hand. The Blue expansion 
allows you to play with up to 8  
players. Ready to play? Let's go!  
720137 $17.99  
720132 Blue Expansion $17.99

Scopa 
Scopa!!!!! Is easy to learn, a 
challenge to master, and just plain 
fun for the whole family. Perfect 
for any skill level, from novice to 
expert, so everyone can enjoy  
the game. 720228 $8.99

Just like the name, WordSpiel 

WordS,” is the word game…
Where the END…is just the 

with a tricky letter can really 
challenge your opponents.  

Plague Inc.
Can you infect the world? 
You need to battle against 
other players if you want 
to spread your plague, 
develop new symptoms 
and ultimately wipe out 
humanity. When the world 
collapses, who will be the 
ultimate plague?  
701285 $54.99

Catan Legend Of 
The Sea Robbers
Become a clan leader to Become a clan leader to 
explore your surroundings. explore your surroundings. 
One day outsiders appear One day outsiders appear 
at the coast of Catan. at the coast of Catan. 
Shipwrecked! Where did Shipwrecked! Where did 
they come from and what they come from and what 
happened to them? ..and happened to them? ..and 
so the legend begins. so the legend begins. 
701830 $59.99701830 $59.99

Sherlock Holmes 
Consulting Detective 
Enter the gas lit world of Sherlock 
Holmes. Features 10 cases to be 
solved in Victorian era London, 
England. Beautifully illustrated 
content including six independent 
“West End Adventures” cases  
and four new cases based on 
Jack the Ripper murders. It's 
time to put your mind to the test!  
700830 $79.99

Scythe  
Scythe is a Worker 
Placement/Economic 
Engine board game set in 
an alternate-history 1920s 
period. Earn your fortune 
and claim your faction's 
stake in the land.  
701470 $109.99

                                   

Carcassonne BIG BOX
Whether you’re a huge Carcassonne fan or 
experiencing the game for the first time, the 
Carcassonne Big Box has something for 
everyone. The Base game, 4 expansions, and 
much more in one box! You can also add the 
other expansions such as Under the Big Top, the 
tenth large expansion for Carcassonne and the 
first large expansion released exclusively for the 
second edition of Carcassonne. 

Pandemic Legacy Season 2 
The world is on the brink of total collapse. Much of 
the globe has gone dark. The world needs leaders 
to rise up and find their way back  
from the brink of extinction. That  
task has fallen to you. Choose  
either the Yellow box or the Black  
box (which match the colours of the  
plague) for hours of great fun.  
701244 $119.99 ea

EXIT The Game 
This game offers three very unique versions 
based around one concept… once you find 
yourself on the Forgotten Island or in the 
Forbidden Castle or you’re stuck at the Polar 
Station, you have to solve a series of puzzles  
in order to escape the terror all around you. 
Good luck!  $22.99 each

This game offers three very unique versions 

700436 Star Wars Millennium Falcon Monopoly $39.99700436 Star Wars Millennium Falcon Monopoly $39.99

Onitama
700518 $44.99

Othello
700101 
$26.99

Quoridor
701267 $48.99

The Duke
701491 
$54.99

The Duke

Arkham
Horror
720295  
$59.99

701267 $48.99
Onitama
700518 $44.99 701267 $48.99700518 $44.99

Bang!  
The Duel
720194 $36.99

We all have that one friend, relative or 
co-worker who just thinks he or she can take  
on anybody.  Put them to the test with one  
of these games specifically designed for  
head-to-head strategic game play. Take them 
down and move on to your next opponent.
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Star Wars Games
Be the first to uncover which planet Darth Vader will target 
next. Recall your favorite movie moments from the entire 

Star Wars Games

Escape Room  
The Game 
Feel the thrill and enjoy the mystery  
of an escape game in your own  
home! Like most escape rooms, you 
are “locked in” and the object of the 
game is to find the codes to escape  
by solving puzzles and riddles. 
700178 $59.99  
And if you are looking for a little more 
suspense, add the Escape Room 
expansion “Murder Mystery”.  
700182 $22.99

Slapzi 
A fast-paced, strategic 
matching game perfect for 
the whole family! The rules 
are simple: slam your card 
down on the Clue Card. The 
first player to get rid of all of 
their cards wins.  
700003 $28.99 two player games!



Puzzle  
Sort & Go 
770468 $22.99

Magnetic  
Canada Puzzle 
778861 100 PC 
$14.99 
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Jigsaw Puzzles
We have your puzzle. Whether you like animals,  
buildings, landscapes, flowers, kittens or puppies, outer space, 
inner space, historical settings, or cars, we have the perfect 
puzzle just for you. Choose from hundreds of puzzles, in  a 
variety of sizes and skill levels, offered by only the very best 
puzzle producers in the world.  From 300 to 40,320 Pieces! 

Level 8+ Puzzlers
We have assembled the quintessential collection of tricky 3 
dimensional puzzlers that will stump the smartest know-it-alls.  
The nicest are solid metal or wood puzzlers that look great on 
a desk or bookshelf and will keep curious minds fiddling for 
years to come. 
760950 King Level 8 $39.99
760953 Knight Level 8 $36.99  
760159 Cast Iron Infinity Level 10 $15.99
760209 Alcatraz Level 9 $19.99
760205 Curly Cube Level 7 $29.99

Roll-O-Puzz 
770977 1000 PC $16.99 

Puzzle Accessories 
We carry a wide variety of items  
for the jigsaw enthusiast. Organize 
your pieces, store your puzzle to 
work on it another rainy day or  
glue it together for display.    

DC Comic  
Character Puzzles  
The Joker's back in town! 
And so is the whole Retro 
DC Cast! Stay busy for hours 
with DC Character puzzles 
from 500 PC to 3000 PC!  
778023 The Joker Comics 
Cover 500PC $16.99
770555 DC Comics Retro 
Cast 3000PC Puzzle $39.99    

Heye Puzzles  
The Heye triangular box puzzles 
from Germany have many fans who 
love their colourful cartoon 
jigsaws packed with tons of  
colour and detail.  
770315 Say Cheese  
1500PC $39.99
770312 Rocket Launch  
1000PC $29.99    

Harry Potter  
The Burrow 3D Puzzle  
Explore the wizard-built ramshackle  
multi-story residence known as The Burrow 
Weasley Family Home with this 3D Puzzle by 
Wrebbit. This 415-piece 3D puzzle version 
became a second home to Harry Potter.  
770194 $39.99    

puzzle producers in the world.  From 300 to 40,320 Pieces! 

Ravensburger Disney Globe Puzzle
Perfectly crafted, curved, plastic puzzle pieces allow for 
an exact fit and are easily assembled to form a solid, 
smooth ball - no glue required 773225 $34.99

Metal  
Earth  
Puzzles 
Metal Earth are amazingly detailed do-it-yourself 
Laser-etched models that you assemble from 
single sheets of laser-cut steel. Choose from 
dozens of puzzles, from iconic buildings  
to iconic characters! From $10.99 

3D Puzzle 
Explore the wizard-built ramshackle 
multi-story residence known as The Burrow 
Weasley Family Home with this 3D Puzzle by 
Wrebbit. This 415-piece 3D puzzle version 
became a second home to Harry Potter. 

Laser-etched models that you assemble from 
single sheets of laser-cut steel. Choose from 
dozens of puzzles, from iconic buildings 

From $10.99
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Ellusionist Playing Cards 
Something changes when you pick up a deck of truly 
incredible playing cards. Cards that not only push the 
boundaries, but destroy them entirely. Amazing card 
decks for illusionists, collectors and players. $13.99  
600317 Aurelian 
600339 52 Proof  
600338 Hellion

Themed Playing Cards 
Saying Marvel and DC are the same 
is like saying Star Wars and Star Trek 
is the same. Which is wrong. But you 
can spend hours playing cards with 
your favourite Marvel characters OR 
pickup your DC Comics Chibi cards 
and playing some poker.  Just don’t 
mix them up. $7.99 
600037 Marvel Villains
600354 DC Comics Chibi

Puzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & More

Saying Marvel and DC are the same 
is like saying Star Wars and Star Trek 
is the same. Which is wrong. But you 

your favourite Marvel characters OR 

Puzzles, Puzzlers & MorePuzzles, Puzzlers & More                

Puzzlers love the F.G.Bradley's 

Puzzle Club. The more puzzles 

you do, the more you save. Join 

in-store when you purchase a 

jigsaw puzzle. 

PUZZLE CLUB CARD

A Puzzler For Everyone   
Three dimensional puzzler games are fun for  
the whole family but they can also be very educational at the 
same time. They stimulate the development of problem solving 
abilities, they force you to focus on the problem to solve  
hundreds of challenges or solve a series of brain teasers.
760284 Puzzler Dog Pile $24.99
760050 Puzzler Fidgitz $16.99
760044 Puzzler Temple Connection $32.99
760017 Puzzler 3D IQ Focus $16.99

$32.99
 Puzzler 3D IQ Focus $16.99

Level 8+ Puzzlers

We carry a wide variety of items 
for the jigsaw enthusiast. Organize 
your pieces, store your puzzle to 

an exact fit and are easily assembled to form a solid, 
smooth ball - no glue required 

Jigsaw  
Puzzle Glue
771139 $7.99

Puzzle 
Sort & Go
770468 $22.99

smooth ball - no glue required 773225 $34.99smooth ball - no glue required 

Jigsaw 

 Knight Level 8 $36.99 
 Cast Iron Infinity Level 10 $15.99
 Alcatraz Level 9 $19.99
 Curly Cube Level 7 $29.99

Ellusionist Playing Cards
Something changes when you pick up a deck of truly 

Themed Playing Cards
Saying Marvel and DC are the same 
is like saying Star Wars and Star Trek 
is the same. Which is wrong. But you 
can spend hours playing cards with 

A Puzzler For Everyone  A Puzzler For Everyone  
Three dimensional puzzler games are fun for Three dimensional puzzler games are fun for 
the whole family but they can also be very educational at the 

a desk or bookshelf and will keep curious minds fiddling for 

Swan 3D Crystal Puzzler   
These 3 dimensional uniquely shaped  
crystal-like puzzles will  
challenge any puzzler.  
There is something  
for everyone with 
our large selection.
760126 $17.99

Puzzle Books 
Books to baffle any brainiac  
in the family!  Our wide variety of logic  
based books force you to think outside the box.  
The quickest route is not always a straight line.  
790325 Mindbending Puzzles $9.99
790337 Big Brain Games $14.99
790338 Games Bible $23.95

Canada Puzzle 

 $16.99

Metal 
Earth 
Puzzles
Metal Earth are amazingly detailed do-it-yourself 

Rubik's Triamid   
A triangular Rubik's puzzle - but 
with some key differences. There 
are 10 individual pieces, 
four joining sections,  
and four colorful  
sides that need  
to be solved.  
760306 $19.99
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Dominoes 
Dominoes are a classic game that dates back centuries. One of the  
original “strategy games” Dominoes takes a lot of skill, intellect and 
patience to bring down your opponents. We have a wide variety of games 
available in different colours and sizes.  Pick up your first set of Dominoes 
or invest in a set of high end Jumbo pieces all priced to fit your budget.
700691 Double 6 Domino Tin $12.99
700827 Mexican Train Dominoes $44.99
700697 Wooden Domino Racks $12.99 

Rummikub 
The classic game of  
Rummikub is re-imagined  
in this beautiful wooden  
version with large number 
tiles. Perfect for players of  
all ages. 700623 $59.99

18in Black Leatherette  
Attache Backgammon 
An elegant 18'' backgammon set complete with a 
simulated leather carrying case, dice, 30 playing 
pieces, doubling cube, and a pair of dice cups. 
Makes for the perfect gift.  710152 $89.99

Mah Jong In Alligator Case 
This beautiful western style MahJong set 
has thick tiles and comes complete with 
racks for your tiles. Includes counters, 
dice and a marker to show who is dealer 
and which round is being played all nicely 
stored in a Alligator leatherette case. 
701580 $169.99

Super Tock 6
A strategy board 
game where players 
take turns playing 
cards, with the  
value of the card 
determining how far 
they may move a 
marble. Playing cards 
are not included.  
700848 $39.99

Cribbage Boards 
Cribbage was created by the English poet Sir John Suckling 
in the early 17th century, as a derivation of the game 
"noddy". While noddy has disappeared, crib has survived, 
virtually unchanged, as one of the most popular games in 
the English-speaking world. We have a wide selection of 
crib boards including the new Giant Crib. 720450 $49.99
720319 Tin Boat $49.99
720400 Wood Two-Tone Crib with Storage $29.99
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Chess Sets,  
Pieces & Accessories 
Chess is a great game that gets  
the mind working. Choose from a wide  
selection of beautiful chess sets and accessories. 
A. 710096 Harvard Chess Set  $159.99
B. 710010 Roll-up Tournament Set $29.99
C. 710061 Wobble Chess Set $269.99
D. 710016 Neon Chess Set $19.99
E. 730014 BHB Chess Clock $69.99

Pieces & Accessories
Chess is a great game that gets 
the mind working. Choose from a wide 
selection of beautiful chess sets and accessories.

Crokinole 3 in 1 
Crokinole is a traditional game with Canadian 
roots and keeps growing in popularity. Our 3 
in 1 board adds checkers and backgammon 
on the back.  The hand crafted Ash and Baltic 
Birch board makes a great decorative piece 
on the wall and plays smoothly with Canadian 
solid wood construction.
700462 Ash/Baltic Birch $149.99
700906 3in1 $69.99 

Cribbage Boards
Cribbage was created by the English poet Sir John Suckling 
in the early 17th century, as a derivation of the game 
"noddy". While noddy has disappeared, crib has survived, 
virtually unchanged, as one of the most popular games in 
the English-speaking world. We have a wide selection of 
crib boards including the new Giant Crib. 
720319
720400

on the wall and plays smoothly with Canadian 
solid wood construction.
700462 Ash/Baltic Birch $149.99
700906 3in1 $69.99 
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marble. Playing cards 

Dominoes

Bingo Party Set 
The ultimate Bingo set includes a large 12” high 
quality bingo cage, bingo master board, bingo 
cards, chips and bingo balls numbered. Metal cage 
is vinyl coated for extra durability. 709037 $62.99

Bingo Party Set
The ultimate Bingo set includes a large 12” high 

701580 $169.99

GAME PIECES  
Everybody has that game that is missing 

a piece or needs extra game components 

like score pads, dice, dice cups, trays, 

scrabble tiles, card sleeves, chess men, 

cribbage pegs, Meeples or crokinole men. 

We are your one stop shop for all those 

extra pieces and gaming accessories.  

A
B

C

D

E

Monopoly 
With so many versions of Monopoly available today you can find 
one for any interest. Whether you are a fan of Pokemon, Game 
of Thrones , Big Bang Theory or almost anything else we have a 
collectible Monopoly to suit everybody.
700455 Pokemon Johto Edition $49.99
700421 Ultimate Banking $49.99
700425 Guardians of the Galaxy $49.99

Rummikub 
The classic game of 
Rummikub is re-imagined 
in this beautiful wooden 
version with large number 
tiles. Perfect for players of 
all ages. 700623 $59.99

www.fgbradleys.com      www.fgbradleys.com      www.fgbradleys.com      www.fgbradleys.com      www.fgbradleys.com      www.fgbradleys.com      www.fgbradleys.com      www.fgbradleys.com      www.fgbradleys.com      

GAME PIECES 
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Giant Magic 8 Ball 
Measuring 10 inches in diameter turn over the 
giant Magic 8 Ball and reveal answers to some 
of your most pressing life questions.
780005 Giant Magic 8 Ball $34.99
780004 Original Magic 8 Ball $14.99780004 Original Magic 8 Ball $14.99
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games for adults!

Bucket of Doom 
Ever wondered how you would escape 
if you were swallowed by a whale with 
only an angry beaver to help you? Well 
here is a delightfully dark party game 
just for you. 700886 $29.99

Pixel Pals 
Let your fandom for your 
favourite iconic characters 
shine bright with Pixel Pals. 
Pixel Pals are collectible  
light-up pixel-art figures of  
beloved video game icons 
from both past and present.
330351 Super Mario $24.99

Pickle Letter 
In this lightning-fast letter-matching 
game, you pick a peck of  
Pickleletters and match them  
before your opponents. But here's 
the dill: You'll be in a pickle if it 
doesn't all match up, so keep calm 
and crunch on. 700814 $19.99

Telestrations 
Experience the “Telestrations 
Effect” at your next party! DRAW 
what you see, then GUESS 
what you saw. The perfect ice 
breaker or game night warm up. 
Laugh-out-loud party fun for 4 to 
8 players. 700231 $39.99

OUTDOOR GAMES 
Grab one of these great outdoor games 

now and get ready for the nice weather. 

Great gifts any time of year.

740201 Competitive Bocce 100mm $99.99

740027 Washer Toss $59.99

740286 Metal Ladder Ball $79.99

Mini Pong  
Beer pong scaled  
down for big fun anywhere.
700641 $69.99

Mini Remote Control Cars
Some high adrenaline action. Really fast, 
durable and quick to charge with extended 
run times. Do not be fooled by the small 
size! Mini BLAST and CRUSHER come 
equipped with soft foam tires for impressive 
grip and a powerful rear mounted motor - 
easily hitting speeds of 20 KPH!
370927 Litehawk Mini Blast 39.99

Safe Cans 
Is it secret? Is it safe? With these safe cans you can keep 
your most valuable possessions safe and in plain sight. 
Just because it says WD-40 on the outside of the can 
doesn’t mean that’s what’s inside. From $14.99

Moral Dilemma 
Moral Dilemma is a party game of ethical  
debate that will put you and your friends in  
a position to discuss some of the most  
outrageous predicaments with some of the  
most terrible resolutions. 700447 $29.99

Adult Mad Libs 
This game features all the 
wordplay you love with 
Mad Libs, but with a whole 
new dynamic and lots more 
innuendo! Play word cards 
from your hand to complete 
the sentence in the most 
inappropriate way possible. 
Funniest sentence wins. 
701281 $28.99

Catch Phrase 
Uncensored 
Gather your friends 
and try to get them to 
say the phrase or word 
by giving them clues. 
WARNING: for adults 
only! 700230 $49.99

Taboo Midnight 
Experience unspeakable late 
night fun with Midnight Taboo. 
Get your team to guess the 
target word, but you can’t use 
any of the forbidden words. Be 
prepared for hilarious moments 
as you race against the clock to 
give your team the best  
possible clues. 700330 $44.99

Telestrations After Dark 
Telestrations after Dark is the adults’ only 
version of the #1 party game. Draw what 
you see then guess what you saw for 
hilarious, weird, irresponsible and just plain 
awkward outcomes. 700234 $49.99

Outburst - NEW 16+
Outburst offers a high-energy, 
laugh-out-loud party game 
experience! This game of lists 
will get you on the edge of your 
seat as teams shout out words 
to match as many top answers 
on the card, while the timer ticks 
down. The first team to get 60 
points wins. 700331 $44.99

Disturbed Friends  
Disturbed Friends is a party game designed 
to find out how disturbed your friends are, 
but, more importantly, how disturbed they 
think you are. Play until you hate yourself. 
700443 $29.99 

Nasty Things... 
Read a topic card, write down 
your response and watch the 
fun begin. You won’t believe 
the shocking THINGS… 
People come up with.  
700033 $39.99

Spank The Yeti 
Spank the Yeti is inspired by a popular 
parlor game. Pair up three Action Cards 
with three Object Cards as other players 
try to correctly predict your answers. 
You don’t really know your friends until 
you know who they’d tongue bathe. 
700444 $34.99

Gyrating Hamsters 
In this twist of the original game, is  
raunchy, twisted, and somewhat  
demented. It will leave you howling  
with laughter, grimacing in disgust,  
and filled with shock and awe.  
701284 $29.99

Gyrating 
In this twist of the original game, is 
raunchy, twisted, and somewhat 
demented. It will leave you howling 
with laughter, grimacing in disgust, 
and filled with shock and awe. 
701284 $29.99

Bucket of DoomBucket of Doom
Ever wondered how you would escape Ever wondered how you would escape 
if you were swallowed by a whale with if you were swallowed by a whale with 
only an angry beaver to help you? Well only an angry beaver to help you? Well 
here is a delightfully dark party game here is a delightfully dark party game 
just for you. just for you. 
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Texas Hold'em  
Folding Poker Table 
This 84 inch long oval poker table can 
truly provide the feeling of playing in a 
casino for up to 8 players. Players will 
enjoy the cushioned arm rest fitted with 
drink holders and padded play surface. 
Legs fold up and table folds in half for 
easy storage. Accessories sold  
separately. 860060 $399.99

Poker Chip Sets 
We have a definitive selection 
of professional poker chips sold 
in individual rolls in a variety of 
weights and designs. Choose a 
300 or 500 piece set in a deluxe 
aluminum case with 2 decks of 
playing cards, 5 craps dice and 
a dealer button. Chip sets range 
from $69.99 up to $169.99

Automatic  
Card Shufflers 
Manual and battery operated 
card shufflers speed up your 
game and give a perfect 
shuffle. Two and four deck 
versions from $19.99

Heritage Flip Top Poker Table
Whether it’s game night or dinner with family 
and friends, the Heritage Flip Top Game Table 
is an excellent choice. Pair the flip top table 
with the solid wood Elite Caster Game Chair, 
that features metal accent guards, double 
wheel casters and black faux leather  
upholstery. 860310 $1871.98 Sale $1559.99

Wood Bar Signs 
Let us help you fill those empty voids 
in your basement bar with these 
decorative 3-dimensional hand  
painted vintage wood bar signs in 
many styles from $49.99.

Drinkopoly 
Drinkopoly is a social and interactive 
board game designed for up to 6  
players. Provides hours of fun,  
laughs and mischief. 700011 $39.99

100% Plastic Cards 
Copag and Kem 100% plastic cards are 
widely considered to be the best cards 
on the market. Long-lasting, casino 
quality, bridge or poker sized cards made 
of cellulose acetate material – the most 
durable plastic used today from $39.99 
for a double deck.

1515               

Pyramid Poker 
Pyramid Poker is a quick, head-to-
head game that takes your ancient 
Grand-Pharaohs Poker to whole new 
levels. Create your best three Poker 
hands in your quest to become master 
of the Pyramid! 700923 $27.99

Heritage Flip Top Poker Table
Whether it’s game night or dinner with family 
Heritage Flip Top Poker Table
Whether it’s game night or dinner with family 
Heritage Flip Top Poker Table
Whether it’s game night or dinner with family 

Acrylic 1000pc  
Poker Chip Carrier 
Fill with up to 1000 of your  
own chips.  
610040 $99.99

Canasta  
Card Game 
Canasta is a 
rummy game that 
excites with it’s 
wild cards and high 
scoring hands.
720102 $11.99
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Wood Bar Signs
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Let us help you fill those empty voids 

Off The Wall Bar Sign 
This classic 25 inch tall bar sign is  
an excellent way to showcase your 
personal style and add unique character 
to your home. Cordless, double-sided 
with LED lights, this striking piece  
of off-the-wall mounted art can liven  
up a night in at home with a hint of 
timeless nightlife charm.
160185 $89.99

Drinkopoly

Crosley iJuke 
Based on a classic design, 
this full-sized jukebox boasts 
an AM/FM radio along with 
the ability to play CD's or 
pair any device with built-in 
Bluetooth® technology. 
Providing a dose of nostalgia 
on the outside and an inside 
filled with modern features, 
the Crosley Bluetooth® 
Jukebox is likely to be the 
focal point in any room you 
place it. 320006 $2699.99 
FGB Price $2299.99

filled with modern features, 
the Crosley Bluetooth®
Jukebox is likely to be the 
focal point in any room you 

 320006 $2699.99 
FGB Price $2299.99

Guinness Barware 
The perfect pairing for the perfect beer. 
The trademark Guinness Tankard and Drip 
Mat are the perfect accessories to any 
well-furnished home bar.  
110331 Tankard $26.99  
130014 Drip Mat $39.99quality, bridge or poker sized cards made 

of cellulose acetate material – the most 
from $39.99

130014 Drip Mat $39.99

Glencarin Glass 
Savor the taste and complexity 
of fine whiskey. These are great 
to use for any of your Single 
Malt Whiskey's, Irish Whiskey's, 
or your single barrel bourbons. 
Any malt advocate will love this 
glass! 110118 $9.99

Suddenly Drunk 
A set of 54 cards which can easily 
transform any turn-based board  
game or card game into a drinking 
game! For 3 - 8 Players. $24.99 each
700881 Base Game 
700884 Gross Expansion 
700883 Hardcore Expansion 
700882 Sexy Expansion

Drunk Quest 
A drinking game for 2 to 6 players 
with fast-paced game play and a 
sense of encouraged competition. 
This fun card game mixes quick 
and classic fantasy adventure 
themes to create a party game 
like no other! 701485 $46.99

Whiskey Stones 
The aficionado's choice for 
chilling a drink. Cool idea,  
cool gift and they look  
great in the glass.  
110101 $14.99 

Canada 150th  
Collectible  
Playing Cards 
600013 $5.49
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Legacy Classic 60" Bar 
The Classic Bar is a timeless design for any 
décor built from solid wood with many available 
hand rubbed finishes. This is a beautiful piece 
of furniture featuring recessed panels and 
incredible details. The back boasts lots of 
storage space with lockable liquor cabinet, 
wine chiller, stemware racks and adjustable 
shelves. Cheers! Bar Dimensions:  
60’’W x 42’’H x 26’’D  
190020 MSRP $2433.58  
FGB Price $2027.99

Personalized “Locker Room” 
Framed Print
A great gift for your favorite hockey fan. Put them on  
the team rubbing shoulders with the stars of the Toronto  
Maple Leafs with our personalized locker room prints! 
With 30 teams available, we’ll add your name, up to 12 
characters, on the back of a jersey that hangs alongside 
3 other famous players. Measures 13”H x 16”W. Order 
before December 15th for Christmas delivery.   
650114 $79.99

Original Six Archival  
Etched Glass Collectible 
Hand crafted by Artist Daniel Parry featuring 
a detailed artistic depiction of the Original Six 
Arenas meticulously etched and engraved 
directly into the surface of the glass making 
each piece an original work of art. You can 
actually FEEL the fine details permanently 
etched and engraved into the glass surface. 
Size 31”x17”. Exclusive. 650210 $189.99

Theatre Style  
Popcorn Cart 
The Jett 59” Vintage Hot Fresh  
Popcorn cart is perfect for movie night 
and a great addition to any game room 
or home theater! With a capacity of up 
to 32 cups of popped corn per batch 
it’s great for parties too! Commercial 
quality available in black or red. 
160100 $499.99
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Bar & Kitchen Stools 
Have a seat! Choose from our huge selection  
of high quality customizable stools. We have 
something for everyone from traditional bar and 
spectator stools to contemporary kitchen stools. 
The options are positively endless.

Buy 1, Get 20% OFF
Buy 2, Get 30% OFF
Buy 3, Get 35% OFF
Buy 4+, Get 40% OFF  
the MSRP
Buy 4+, Get 40% Buy 4+, Get 40% 
the MSRP

Sterling 92"Bar 
This huge 92'' long Sterling bar will be the envy of 
all your friends. Easily seats 6 guests and features 
a large comfortable arm rail and upper deck. Lots of 
storage boasting many shelves, lockable cabinet and 
storage drawer. This bar even has more versatility 
with a large refrigerator cavity when you remove one 
shelf. (Refrigerator not included) Bar Dimensions:  
92’’ L  x 25¼’’ D x 42’’ H. 190065 $4492.78  
FGB Price $3743.99 

30"Bar Return
Optional 30" universal 
return available that 
can be placed on 
the left or right side 
(shown). Return 
Dimensions:  
30’’ L x 21½" D x 42’’ H.  
190060 $1497.58  
FGB Price $1247.99

Corkcicle Air Wine 
and Beer Chillsner
Chill your favourite bottle of 
wine or favourite beer with one 
of these great in-bottle wine  
or beer chillers.
130070 Wine Corkicile $34.99
130069 Beer Chillsner $24.99

Wooden  
Wine Caddy 
Four compartment 
wooden bottle holder, 
suitable for storing or 
presenting up to four 
bottles of wine. 
170023 $39.99

Take Your  
Top Off Wood  
Bottle Opener
130316 $19.99

92’’ L  x 25¼’’ D x 42’’ H. 190065 $4492.78
FGB Price $3743.99

190060 $1497.58
FGB Price $1247.99

Sterling  
Bar Stool  
The Sterling Backed 
Swivel Bar Stool with  
it's clean lines and  
comfortable seat, makes 
for an ideal bar or kitchen 
stool. A very high quality 
stool and one of our best 
sellers. Available in three 
standard finishes. 180587 
$788.86 FGB Price As 
Low As $473.30

Sterling 
Bar Stool 
The Sterling Backed 
Swivel Bar Stool with 
it's clean lines and 
comfortable seat, makes 
for an ideal bar or kitchen 
stool. A very high quality 
stool and one of our best 
sellers. Available in three 
standard finishes. 
$788.86 
Low As $473.30

Rear  
View

Yard Bar 
Glass  
Take your drinking  
to the goal line  
with this 84oz extra 
tall drinking glass 
that has touchdown 
written all over it. 
Comes with a wooden 
stand, so you take a 
break and cheer on 
your favourite team!  
110203 $49.99
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The Jett 59” Vintage Hot Fresh 
Popcorn cart is perfect for movie night 
and a great addition to any game room 
or home theater! With a capacity of up 
to 32 cups of popped corn per batch 
it’s great for parties too! Commercial 
quality available in black or red. 

Sterling 92"Bar
This huge 92'' long Sterling bar will be the envy of 
all your friends. Easily seats 6 guests and features 

Yard Bar 
Glass 
Take your drinking 
to the goal line 
with this 84oz extra 

On The Rocks
Hand Etched Glass 
This specially shaped glass makes rolling without spilling 
easy. A slight movement rolls the ice ball around the ''rock'' 
evenly cooling your favorite scotch, whiskey or liquor to 
perfection. 110122 $26.99

Corkcicle Air Wine 
and Beer Chillsner
wine or favourite beer with one 

$34.99
$24.99

Wooden 

wine or favourite beer with one 

$34.99

Wooden 
Wine Caddy 
Four compartment 
wooden bottle holder, 
suitable for storing or 
presenting up to four 
bottles of wine.
170023 $39.99

Take Your 
Top Off Wood 
Bottle Opener
Top Off Wood 
Bottle Opener
Top Off Wood 

130316 $19.99

Top Off Wood 
Bottle Opener
Top Off Wood 
Bottle Opener
Top Off Wood 

Bar Liquor 
Dispenser  
4-Bottle LED 
Give a toast with this 
four bottle revolving 
liquor dispenser. Your 
liquor of choice is 
gravity fed into each 
of the four dispensers. 
Simply push up to 
dispense a perfect 1.5 
oz. shot every time. 
170005 $59.99

Bar Books  
From great cocktails and 
shooters recipes  to great books for  
enthusiasts. We have a great selection of 
bar books that make great gifts. From $9.99

From great cocktails and 
shooters recipes  to great books for 



Electronic Dart 
Scoreboard 
Easy electronic touch pad 
scoring for up to 8 players. 
Programmed with 18  
different games and 96 
different options. Battery 
operated with voice  
prompts and sleep mode.  
530119 $79.99

Electronic Dart 
Scoreboard
Easy electronic touch pad 
scoring for up to 8 players. 
Programmed with 18 
different games and 96 
different options. Battery 
operated with voice 
prompts and sleep mode. 
530119 $79.99
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Family Dart Package 
For the gift that will be right on target with your family, 
choose our F.G.Bradley’s bristle dart board and we’ll team it 
up with two sets of Firestorm brass darts and Black Knight 
dart cabinet. 510100 Reg. $177.96 Special $159.99

Vintage  
Pub Cabinet 
These vintage style dart 
cabinets bring the British 
pub feel to life right in your 
own recreation room. Each 
cabinet features 3D hand 
painted details, deluxe 
spring-loaded hinges, and 
old fashioned style chalk 
boards. 510075 $169.99

Laser Dart Line - Oche 
State-of-the-art laser beam  
accurately marks your throw/toe line; 
offering a modern alternative to a  
traditional adhesive floor marker.  
530182 $39.99

Pro Dartboard Backing 
Protect your walls at home, in bars or legions 
with this dart surround that features a wood 
frame that holds the 30" square foam.  
510083 $79.99

Puma Shark Dartboard 
The championship quality Shark dartboard 
utilizes a micro blade wire system and staple 
free bullseye for reduced bounce outs and 
maximum scoring potential. Over 30% thinner 
than conventional round wire boards with 
highly visible target areas and number ring. 
500014 $79.99

Pro Dartboard Backing

        

Jett Dart Mat 
The Jett Dart Carpet is a 
versatile, high quality, heavy 
duty dart mat which offers throw 
lines for both steel and soft tip 
play. The carpet also features a 
rubber back to keep it in place. 
Perfect for home or competition 
play. 530251 $79.99

Traditional Wood  
Veneer Dart Cabinet 
A great looking solid wood veneer 
cabinet in designer stains to match 
standard billiard furniture and bar 
colours. Features decorative  
routing and scoreboard inside on 
the doors. Perfect for the finest 
game rooms. 510040  $149.99
the doors. Perfect for the finest 
game rooms. 

Harrows Darts Station
Be ready for a game of darts at a  
moment’s notice with Harrows Darts Station.  
Manufactured from high grade, shatter proof 
crystal acrylic this station allows you to display 
all your darts, flights, and shafts and keeps 
your darts and accessories from getting 
squished and damaged. 530148 $29.99

Puma Goddess 
85% Tungsten 
Dart Set 
Puma Goddess darts 
are state of the art 
precision machined 
tungsten darts, at 
a reasonable price. 
Explore new horizons 
and discover your 
inner Goddess, then 
watch your opponents 
yield to your charms. 
520525 $64.99

Shadow Buster Dart Light 
A cabinet mounted display light, that illuminates 
your dartboard, enhancing your visibility and 
making your board ready for the next shoot-out. 
530180 $39.99
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Family Dart Package

play. The carpet also features a 
rubber back to keep it in place. 
Perfect for home or competition 
play. 530251 $79.99

At last a card that will reward a 
player for robin-hooding their darts 
and destroying their flights. When 
you purchase any eligible set of dart 
flights collect frequent flighter points 
on your club card and earn FREE 
flights. Purchase six sets of regularly 
priced dart flights and redeem your 
card to receive the 7th set FREE!

FREQUENT FLIGHTER CLUB

priced dart flights and redeem your priced dart flights and redeem your 
card to receive the 7th set card to receive the 7th set 

MVG World Champion 
Flights 5-Pk 
540540 $15.99

MVG World Champion 

530180 $39.99

crystal acrylic this station allows you to display 
all your darts, flights, and shafts and keeps 
your darts and accessories from getting 
squished and damaged. 530148 $29.99

up with two sets of Firestorm brass darts and Black Knight 
dart cabinet. 510100 Reg. $177.96 Special $159.99

MVG World Champion MVG World Champion 

Shot! Darts 
Taking Inspiration from the history and culture of the Pacific 
each model has been designed in New Zealand with purpose, 
precision and creativity to craft a set of darts for every player. 
Each line is designed for the experienced or competitive player 
and feature new Hi-tech particle coating technology for rich, 
highly reflective colours and unbeatable wear-ability.
A. 520600 Tribal Weapon $139.99
B. 520638 Birds of Prey $109.99
C. 520611 Warrior $119.99

Laser Dart Line - Oche

Hammer Head Original 
90% Dart Set 
It's mechanism virtually eliminates 
bounce outs. The Original set has a nice 
knurled grip, complete in a presentation 
box with 3 sets of shafts, extra flights and 
a dart tool.  520504 $139.99

Harrows 90% Elite Dart 
Uses precise anthropometric data, resulting in 
the most ergonomic darts ever manufactured. 
520021 $99.99

flights collect frequent flighter points flights collect frequent flighter points 

flights. Purchase six sets of regularly flights. Purchase six sets of regularly 
Hammer Head Original 
90% Dart Set90% Dart Set
Hammer Head Original 
90% Dart Set
Hammer Head Original 

It's mechanism virtually eliminates 
bounce outs. The Original set has a nice 
knurled grip, complete in a presentation 
box with 3 sets of shafts, extra flights and box with 3 sets of shafts, extra flights and 
a dart tool.  

accurately marks your throw/toe line; 

1919

Harrows 90% Elite DartHarrows 90% Elite DartHarrows 90% Elite DartHarrows 90% Elite Dart
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THE   SYSTEM
Simple Push-on system that makes  switching flights easy. 
Flights are super durable and keep a  perfect 90 degree angle for consistency. 
Two types of shafts:  Locked or Spinning styles. 
Over 750 combinations. With 5 different flight shapes and 5 different shaft lengths and a wide selection of colours, you can pick a set up that suits your throwing style.

Dart Flights 
  From $1.99

A

B

C

Target RvB 95% GEN 4 Darts 
Made to his exact specification, Raymond Van 
Barneveld’s playing dart has been developed 
for his unique throw and cut with a combination 
of trapezoidal milling at the front end and  
contrasting radial grooves at the back. These 
darts are black titanium coated, and fitted  
with Target Firepoints.  
520200 $179.99



Kettler Champ 3.0  
The Champ 3.0 is an Institutional/Tournament style table 
with a heavy duty chassis perfect for schools, clubs and  
homes that want a better table. This table also features 
Kettler Sure Track, a unique centre guide folding mechanism 
that assures smooth folding and extra chassis strength. 
840015 $899.99 Until Jan 15th $799.99 

Joola Ping Pong Conversion Top 
Turn any 8ft or 9ft pool table into a table tennis table 
with this charcoal coloured conversion top with full 
foam backing to protect your table. Complete with net. 
840026 $289.99  
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Joola Drive 2500  
The most durable table in the Drive series, the Drive 2500 
features the thickest table surface on the market at 25mm, 
supported by a heavy duty huge 25mm x 25mm frame under 
each half. Features modern play charcoal surface, leg levelers 
and pro grade net set. 840046 $999.99  
Until Jan. 15th $899.99
and pro grade net set. and pro grade net set. 840046 $999.99 840046 $999.99 
Until Jan. 15th $899.99

Butterfly Tour Case  
Double racket case with spacious 
main compartment for up to four 
balls and accessories.  
800061 $29.99

Kettler Indoor 10 Grey 
Kettler Indoor 10 table tennis table features 
1 person opening and closing operation, 
ball dispenser, leg levelers, and elastic 
band storage for paddles all with a 22mm 
surface and heavy duty frame. 840023 
$1,199.99 Until Jan. 15th $999.99
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Joola Drive 2500 
The most durable table in the Drive series, the Drive 2500 The most durable table in the Drive series, the Drive 2500 

TABLE TENNIS CARE  Ping Pong Rackets lose their ability to put 
spin on the ball as dirt and oils build up on the rubber surface. Clean your racket regularly for ultimate performance. Keep your rackets and table at their prime with our wide selection of  racket and table  care essentials.

regularly for ultimate performance. Keep your rackets and table at their prime with our wide selection of racket and table care essentials.

JOOLA Table Tennis Bats 
JOOLA has been instrumental in 
bringing table tennis to the mainstream 
market and a big part of it has to do 
with accessibility. Take that first step to 
hone your expert skills and make sure 
you find the equipment that’s right for 
you. From $29.99

Butterfly Table  
Tennis Bats 
Butterfly is THE name when 
it comes to all levels of table 
tennis bats. Focus on  your 
strengths and improve your 
weaknesses with one of 
several bats specifically 
designed for your skill level.
From $34.99

Butterfly Table 
Tennis Bats
Butterfly is THE 
it comes to all levels of table 
tennis bats. Focus on  your 
strengths and improve your 
weaknesses with one of 
several bats specifically 
designed for your skill level.
From $34.99

Ping  
Pong  
Conversion Top Dolly
Easy solution for storing and moving 
your Table Tennis Conversion Top. 
The cart is easy to assemble and has 
wheels so you can move the panels of 
your conversion top easily to another 
area for storage. 840008 $129.99

iPong Master V300  
Ping Pong Robot
Simplicity and flexibility: Power-up, 
add balls, set ball type, press start and 
away you go. The iPong V300’s small 
lightweight remote fits easily in the 
freehand, or pocket. It's never been 
easier to practice on your own.  
850122 $349.99

Kettler Champ 3.0 

Pong Conversion Top
Turn any 8ft or 9ft pool table into a table tennis table 
with this charcoal coloured conversion top with full 
foam backing to protect your table. Complete with net. 

Kettler Stockholm GT 
Sturdy construction and unique  
safety features make this the 
bestselling table tennis. Oval steel 
tube legs, ¾” surface thickness, and 
double caster wheels with foot lock 
are just a few of the endless features 
on this table. 840003 Green  
840011 Blue $729.99  
Until Jan. 15th $599.99

Butterfly Table Butterfly Table 

Ping 
Pong 
Conversion Top Dolly
Easy solution for storing and moving 
your Table Tennis Conversion Top. your Table Tennis Conversion Top. 
The cart is easy to assemble and has 
wheels so you can move the panels of 
your conversion top easily to another 
area for storage.

tube legs, ¾” surface thickness, and 
double caster wheels with foot lock 
are just a few of the endless features 

Jett 4-Player Set 
The perfect set to kick your games 
into high gear. Comes with 4 Jett 
Velocity table tennis bats and eight 
1-star balls. Stores in a handy 
zipper storage bag with handle.  
800125 $49.99

area for storage. 840008 $129.99area for storage.

Table Tennis Racket Case 
Rugged and convenient protection for your bat 
and 3 balls with wrist strap 820001 $12.99 
Rugged and convenient protection for your bat 

820001 $12.99

Conversion Top Dolly

   

Table Tennis Balls 
Join the new revolution of table tennis.  
Both Poly Pro 40+ and Nittaku 3 Star  
balls are only two of our great table tennis  
balls selection. Quality and durability are  
essential for the best game performance.  
800204 Nittaku 3 Star Premium 3 Pack $13.99  
800063 Butterfly 3Star G40+ Poly 3 Pack $12.99 

Table Tennis Cover
Vinyl cover to keep your table 
clean when it is not in use. 
Works with all table types 
in open or closed position. 
830020 $59.99
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FABI Foosball Table 
Unbreakable tempered glass and ball bearing bushings 
provides quick, smooth play, while a solid 1 inch plywood 
cabinet, cast iron legs, and telescopic rods provide durability 
that rivals the coin operated version. Made in Italy, this top of 
the line model includes 10 foosball balls. 840610 $1,199.99 
Special $999.99

Jett Power Stick Bubble Hockey  
Face off at home with this awesome dome hockey from  
Jett Games. Strong steel rods, coupled with super-fast  
gear-box action and clutch system, make this game a winner. 
Electronic scoring unit brings the crowd to its feet with every goal 
for non-stop family action. 840208 $1799.99 Special $1499.99

Jett 7ft Air Hockey Table & Ping Pong Conversion Top
The air-powered ultra-smooth and hardened playing surface is sturdy and durable 
enough to put up with even the most aggressive younger players. It features a sleek 
finish with super strong rails, and fold-up LED Electronic Scoring. The optional 
two-piece conversion top is the perfect addition to your Striker Air Hockey table or 
the JETT Compact 6’ Pool Table. The Striker scoreboard folds down allowing you 
to add the conversion top on the table for some ping pong fun. Both come complete 
with accessories. 840411 Ping Pong Conversion Top $149.99 / 840410 7ft Air 
Hockey Table $599.99 Special $499.99
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for non-stop family action. 840208 $1799.99 Special $1499.99Special $1499.99

Jett 7ft Air Hockey Table & Ping Pong Conversion Top
The air-powered ultra-smooth and hardened playing surface is sturdy and durable 
enough to put up with even the most aggressive younger players. It features a sleek 
finish with super strong rails, and fold-up LED Electronic Scoring. The optional 
two-piece conversion top is the perfect addition to your Striker Air Hockey table or 
the JETT Compact 6’ Pool Table. The Striker scoreboard folds down allowing you 
to add the conversion top on the table for some ping pong fun. Both come complete to add the conversion top on the table for some ping pong fun. Both come complete to add the conversion top on the table for some ping pong fun. Both come complete 
with accessories. 840411 Ping Pong Conversion Top $149.99 / 840410 7ft Air 
Hockey Table $599.99 Special $499.99

Jett Power Flo 7’  
Hockey Table 
He shoots, he scores!  
Our ultimate 7’ hockey game - 
built to last with a sturdy  
commercial style cabinet and a  
super fast air glide playing surface 
with ‘’goal in the rail’’ design. Solid 
aluminum rink walls ensure incredible 
puck rebound for many years to come! 
Side mounted electronic scoring with 
fun sound effects and game timer will 
keep everyone in the game. 840408 
$849.99 Special $749.99$849.99 Special $749.99Special $749.99

Air Hockey  
Accessories 
850025 Ergonomic Air 
Hockey Pushers $16.99
850027 Power-Flo Air  
Hockey Pucks $7.99 

Jett Ice Raider Rod Hockey Table  
Face-off for some exciting hockey action with the Ice Raider 
Rod Hockey table from Jett Games. This solidly constructed 
table features carbon fibre rods, 3 dimensional players with 
painted details, official rink markings and transparent rink 
walls. Jett takes Rod Hockey to a new level with full size  
31” x 42” playing surface. A great family table at an incredible 
price!  840207 $479.99 Sale $399.99

Special $999.99Special $999.99

ROBERTO SPORT FOOSBALL Founded in 1947 in Turin Italy, Roberto Sports has gained a worldwide reputation  for manufacturing the highest quality foosball tables. Roberto Sport tables are the official table for ITSF World Cup events, World Championships, Master Series and Pro Tour. Durable tempered glass playing surface that provide fast ball response. Telescopic rods ensure safety during  aggressive matches. Solid plywood  construction with strong metal legs and trim make Roberto  Sport tables tough to beat.  Check out the complete line up.
840600 College $1089.00  Special $899.00
840601 College Pro $1289.00  Special $1089.00

World Championships, Master Series and 
World Championships, Master Series and Pro Tour. Durable tempered glass playing 
Pro Tour. Durable tempered glass playing surface that provide fast ball response. Telescopic rods ensure safety during aggressive matches. Solid plywood 

Jett Tournament  
Foosball Table 
Solidly constructed, this contemporary  
table will provide your family with years of  
competitive entertainment. There isn’t a 
better table for the price with features like a 
tempered glass playing surface, balanced 
tournament men, ball bearing bushings, drink 
holders and leg levelers. 840606 $799.99
Special $699.99

Jett Tournament 
Foosball Table 
Solidly constructed, this contemporary 
table will provide your family with years of 
competitive entertainment. There isn’t a competitive entertainment. There isn’t a 
better table for the price with features like a 
tempered glass playing surface, balanced 
tournament men, ball bearing bushings, drink 
holders and leg levelers. 
Special $699.99

Black & White Foosball Balls 
Harder ball for durability and better rebound. 
Engraving allows for increased grip and control.  
800603 4 Pack $4.99

Foosball  
Lubricant Spray 
Specially formulated to 
improve the performance  
of your Foosball or Gitoni 
Table. Bonds to metal for  
a longer lasting lubrication.
800618 $16.99
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Dufferin Rebel Series 
Cutting edge LDC shaft technology and gorgeous  
laser etched designs make these Dufferin cues not 
only head turners but game changers. Both $199.99
260101 Cue Dufferin Rebel 581 Laser Etch  
260102 Cue Dufferin Rebel 582 Laser Etch w/Skulls

Q-Claw
3 Cue Holder 
Quality rubber cue holder 
perfect for holding three  
cues while waiting for your 
next shot. 200067 $29.99

Poker Pool Card Game 
Combines the skill of pool with the 
luck of the cards to create a game 
that requires different strategies 
every game. For 2 or more  
players. 600078 $13.99

Dufferin 500  
Series Cues with  
LDC Technology 
There’s never been a 
better priced cue with LDC 
Technology. Inspiring design 
incorporating the latest cue 
technologies in a winning 
package. $169.99

Dufferin Rebel Series

BCE Snooker Cue 
This Heritage Series Cue 
from one of the oldest and 
most respected UK brands 
uses exquisite exotic woods 
in the butt and the highest 
quality ash for the shaft. 
Endorsed by Mark Selby.
260752 $129.99

Cuetec Bowtie 
Get an effortlessly  
shaped cue tip to give  
you perfect spin on every 
shot. Carbide grit sander 
precisely contours the tip. 
Gauge shows you when  
your tip is shaped  
perfectly. 200259 $19.99
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Snooker Cue 
Play like a Champion  
with this Ronnie O’Sullivan 
snooker cue which  
features real wood front 
splices, a spiral brass joint, 
hand finished select ash 
shaft fitted with a 10mm 
Elk Master Tip as used by 
Ronnie himself. 260770  
EL-07E $154.99

LDC Technology  
Low Density Core  
technology utilizes a  
lower density wooden  
core in the front end of the shaft.  
This drastically reduces cue ball  
deflection making you deadly  
accurate with every shot.

Game TablesGame TablesGame TablesGame TablesGame Tables                                                                                             

Jett Challenge Foosball Table 
The perfect family table! A modern design with 
durable Walnut Formica finish, black one piece 
laminate play surface and side ball returns. 
Soundly constructed and ready for lightning fast 
action for 2 or 4 players. Soccer balls included. 
840605 $599.99 Special $499.99
action for 2 or 4 players. Soccer balls included. action for 2 or 4 players. Soccer balls included. 
840605 $599.99 Special $499.99

Herrington  12’ Regal Shuffleboard Table  
It's an entertaining game table for any age and the perfect 
compliment to any game room. Herrington tables are made  
in Canada with durable laminate playing surface featuring five 
different games to play. Available in 2 finishes and includes 
deluxe Spangler chrome rocks and wax. Walnut finish shown.  
Dimensions: 138"L x 30"W x 33"H. 840840 $3100.00  
Special $2599.00 

Jett Jr. Compact 6ft Pool Table 
Don’t have room for a full size pool table? Want 
a great table for the kids? Our Junior Compact 
6ft pool table is the answer! This 3’ x 6’ (Playing 
Surface 63’’ x 31½’’) table is solidly constructed 
in a black finish with silver highlights. This unit 
comes complete with accessories. 290001 
$699.99 Special $499.99 

 6ft Pool Table 
Don’t have room for a full size pool table? Want 
a great table for the kids? Our Junior Compact 
6ft pool table is the answer! This 3’ x 6’ (Playing 
Surface 63’’ x 31½’’) table is solidly constructed 
in a black finish with silver highlights. This unit 

290001 

Shuffleboard Wax 
Fast wax in flake form so the 
rocks slide smoothly across  
the table. Ultra Fast wax in  
bead form rolls between  
rocks and playing surface.  
800810 Fast $12.99
800811 Ultra Fast $12.99

Dufferin Canadian Series Cues 
Celebrate Canada 150 with our most patriotic cue. Choose one of two Canadian 
Series cues with intricate inlay lines and maple leaf detail in blue and white or red 
and white. Features Canadian hard Rock Maple shaft and  
Irish linen grip. $109.99

Dufferin  
Billiard Glove 
High-quality pool player's glove. 
Allows the cue to slide smoothly 
and accurately over the bridge 
hand. Available in several sizes. 
200452 $14.99200452 $14.99200452 $14.99

260102 Cue Dufferin Rebel 582 Laser Etch w/Skulls

Pro 2B/4S 
Cue Case  
Our nicest case holds 
2 Butts in the front and 
4 shafts in the back, in 
spring loaded protective 
tubes. Two big accessory 
pockets, hand grip and 
shoulder strap finish 
things off.  
230069 $129.99Silverback  

Basketball Mini Hoop
Play hoops indoors with this  
pro-grade backboard with 
breakaway rim. The foam padded 
extended bracket design allows 
the hoop to be attached to 
either side of the door or directly 
mounted onto the wall. Includes a 
5'' rubber mini basketball. 18''x12'' 
clear polycarbonate, shatter-proof 
backboard. 780200 $49.99

perfect for holding three 
cues while waiting for your 
next shot. 

Basketball Mini Hoop

breakaway rim. The foam padded 

mounted onto the wall. Includes a 
5'' rubber mini basketball. 18''x12'' 
clear polycarbonate, shatter-proof 

Jett Camden 3 in 1 Bumper Pool Table
This multi-function 48” table is the perfect space saving entertainment centre. It’s 3 in 1 
design converts instantly from a dining table to a poker table with the flip of the top. Drink 
holders and chip trays are conveniently placed on the poker table side. Remove the top 
to expose one of the most skill testing games ever invented…Bumper Pool! Accessories 
included. 840101 $999.99 FGB Price $699.99



Karseal Cue  
Ball Cleaner 
Specially formulated to 
clean, polish and protect 
in one easy application. 
200200 $12.99

Pool Golf Game 
Combine the fun and skill of playing Billiards, with the  
challenge and strategy of Golf. Play 18 holes, lowest 
score (fewest shots) wins. It’s that simple.  
For 2 to 4 players. 200715 $39.99

family fun guide | Cues, Cases & Accessories    

Kamui Chalk 
Finer particles than standard chalk. 
Designed to maximize friction and 
helps to increase the cue spin 
sweet spot. 200360 $37.50

Poison Armor 2B/4S Case 
Inspired by urban camouflage and tactical gear Poison's 
ARMOR second generation cases are constructed of 
ballistic nylon and feature a look and feel that sets them 
apart from the competition. 230144 $191.05

Predator Roadline 4B/8S Cue Case 
Whether your game takes you up the street or around the 
globe, Predator’s Roadline 4x8 soft cases were engineered 
to get your equipment where you need  
it safely. 230162 $159.99 
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Predator Cues  
The brand of choice for serious players at 
every level. Predator cues and shafts are 
used by more than 60% of the top-ranked 
male pros, 3 out of 5 women professionals 
and 200,000 competitive players worldwide.  
Take your game to the highest level!

KIDS CUES 
Awesome  
Dufferin two 
piece cues that 
are the right 
length, balance 
and weight for 
younger players. 
Available in 42", 
48" and 52"  
from $49.99

Specially formulated to 
clean, polish and protect 
in one easy application. 

Universal Excelsior 
2B/2S Cue Case 
The Universal Excelsior case is 
constructed of strong high quality 
imitation leather that simulates 
genuine leather cases at a fraction 
of the price. The advanced internal 
divider keeps your shafts and butts 
protected and offers 2 storage 
pockets. 230198 $99.99

Nemesis  
Sportec Cue & Case Special 
Cutting edge design with pearlized finish and Canadian hard 
rock white maple shaft, makes this cue a highly functional  
weapon. Comes with Nemesis padded cue case with strap  
at a special price!  260687 Special $129.99 

Nemesis 4B/4S Soft Black Cue Case 
The soft storage areas inside allows you to hold 4 butts and 8 
shafts, secured with a high quality zipper. The case features two 
outer pockets, rubber handle and shoulder strap which allows 
you to take your cues with you anywhere. 230071 $119.99

The Incredible  
5-in-1 Tip Tool 
Five tools in one! Shaper, 
scuffer, trimmer, burnisher 
and tip tapper help you 
improve your game by  
giving you a consistently  
solid hit. 200262 $24.99

Oval Black & Grey 1B/1S Cue Case 
This leatherette 1 butt, 1 shaft case has the luxurious 
look and feel of black leather with grey accents on the 
back and front. Your cue is protected by the polyform 
interior which is a hard molded rubber that absorbs 
almost any shock. 230010 $59.99

Oval Black & Grey 1B/1S Cue CaseOval Black & Grey 1B/1S Cue Case
This leatherette 1 butt, 1 shaft case has the luxurious This leatherette 1 butt, 1 shaft case has the luxurious 

Predator 1080 High  
Performance Cue Chalk  
Provides improved accuracy, greater 
consistency, increased rotation, longer 
on-tip chalk life and better application 
coverage than standard chalk. 200005 
5-Pack $12.99

Karseal Cue 
Ball Cleaner
Specially formulated to 
clean, polish and protect 
in one easy application. 
200200 $12.99

pockets. 230198 $99.99

Dufferin Vengeance 
Series Snooker Cues 
The Dufferin Vengeance Snooker cue 
combines state of the art technology 
with sleek design to complete one 
of the best cues on the market at a 
reasonable price. $79.99

The Incredible 
5-in-1 Tip Tool
Five tools in one! Shaper, 
scuffer, trimmer, burnisher 
and tip tapper help you 
improve your game by 
giving you a consistently 
solid hit. 200262 $24.99

look and feel of black leather with grey accents on the 
back and front. Your cue is protected by the polyform 
interior which is a hard molded rubber that absorbs 
almost any shock. 

Oval Black & Grey 1B/1S Cue Case
This leatherette 1 butt, 1 shaft case has the luxurious 

Dufferin Vengeance 
Series Snooker Cues
The Dufferin Vengeance Snooker cue 
combines state of the art technology 
with sleek design to complete one 
of the best cues on the market at a 
reasonable price. $79.99

Poison Arsenic Cues 
The 3rd generation of poison’s Arsenic line 
of cues features the Predator engineered 
Venom2 low-deflection shaft, Sarin 8-layer 
leather tip, and precision Uni-Loc® Bullet 
Joint, even a small dose of Arsenic will 
have those on the opposite side of the table 
begging for mercy. From $409.99

Poison Armor 2B/4S Case
Inspired by urban camouflage and tactical gear Poison's 
ARMOR second generation cases are constructed of 
ballistic nylon and feature a look and feel that sets them 
apart from the competition. 

Poison Arsenic Cues
The 3rd generation of poison’s Arsenic line 
of cues features the Predator engineered 
Venom2 low-deflection shaft, Sarin 8-layer 
leather tip, and precision Uni-Loc® Bullet 
Joint, even a small dose of Arsenic will 
have those on the opposite side of the table have those on the opposite side of the table 
begging for mercy. 

The 3rd generation of poison’s Arsenic line 
of cues features the Predator engineered 
Venom2 low-deflection shaft, Sarin 8-layer 
leather tip, and precision Uni-Loc® Bullet 
Joint, even a small dose of Arsenic will 
have those on the opposite side of the table 

Octagonal Chalk Holder  
Designed for the octagonal shaped 
Predator 1080 Pure Blue chalk. Never be 
annoyed by useless, wet or worn chalk 
again. With this chalk holder, the perfect 
chalk will always be within reach.  

200188 $14.99
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Roadline Sneaky Pete 
A sublime mix of understated beauty, technology, 
and vibrancy that matches your game, Predator’s 
new Roadline Sneaky Petes are engineered for 
what matters most — winning. 260858 SP4LWP
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Herrington  
Empire 
Rich dark stains on solid 
white birch give a warm 
sophisticated look to this 
fine piece of furniture. 
The refined curves of the 
exclusive turned leg reflect 
understated luxury. 8’ or 
9’ sizes in two finishes. 
MSRP $4150.00 FGB 
Price from $3480.00

Shark Billiard Lamp
This lamp with three 16” brushed nickel shades and pool ball  
detail is sure to be a conversation starter over any pool table.  
265080 $755.00 Special $529.99

Herrington Sovereign 
Traditional elegance of English Cherry hand 
rubbed finish with Ball and Claw legs and Olive 
coloured cloth. MSRP $4150.00 FGB Price 
from $3480.00

Chance Lamp  
The versatile Chance billiard lamp is an 
upscale version of the traditional bar fixture. 
Three 14" glass shades complement a 
variety of metal finishes that are available. 
265131 $412.50 Special $299.00

Invitation Billiard Table 
Add a contemporary touch to your game room with the 
clean lines and stylish finishes of the Invitation billiard 
table. This 1” slate table features scratch, stain and burn 
resistant laminate covered hardwood rails, leather pockets 
and unique built-in leveling system. Tables include starter 
accessory package. This exceptional value is a solid, 
popular choice for most Canadian families. Choose from 
two cabinet finishes and 20 cloth colours. 7’ and 8’ sizes. 
MSRP $3300.00 FGB Price  
from $2550.00

ACCESSORIES 
INCLUDED!
All our tables include 

a Deluxe Dufferin  

Accessory kit so  

you’re ready to  
play. A $589.00  
package! Available in 

five finishes to match 

your billiard table.

Don’t worry about getting a billiard table into your house. All F.G.Bradley’s 
tables come totally disassembled to fit through any doorway or staircase  

in your home. Our Certified Billiard Mechanics will handle all the assembly 
for you and level the table to within 10/1000 of an inch of accuracy.

yes ... it fits!

Choose from  
20 designer  
colours of  
quality Heritage  
Billiard Cloth  
to match  
any décor.

Choose  
your Colour!

quality Heritage 

your Colour!your Colour!

from $2550.00

Don’t worry about getting a billiard table into Don’t worry about getting a billiard table into Don’t worry about getting a billiard table into Don’t worry about getting a billiard table into 

in your home. Our Certified Billiard Mechanics will handle all the assembly 

quality Heritage 
Billiard Cloth 
to match 
any décor.

quality Heritage 

Herrington Governor 
Canadian made Herrington Governor Billiard table 
incorporates drawer storage and exquisite traditional 
styling. This 1” slate table offers solid hardwood 
throughout with classic tapered legs and decorative 
moldings. Distinctive routed panels on the legs and 
aprons give the table an old world look. Available in 
16 designer finishes in either 8’ or 9’ sizes. The  
Governor will rule any game room with elegance. 
MSRP $5650.00 FGB Price from $4690.00

Accessory Drawer   
Integrated into the end apron this solid wood 
drawer has routered cavities to store all your  
billiard accessories neatly and discreetly.

Dufferin 4 in 1 Combo Rack
Features a 2-man scoreboard plus  
chalkboard for extra players, ball shelves 
that will fit either a pool or snooker set. It  
will hold six cues and even has an extra 
clip for storing a 7th short cue. Dimensions: 
41¾'' H x 36½''W x 3¼'' D. 280984 $189.99



Heritage Billiard Table 
Built with solid birch rails and panels; 
the Heritage 4’ x 8’ table has a classic 
demeanour and solid stately look. The 
legs and frame are elegantly detailed 
with routing and the table incorporates 
Canada Billiard’s exclusive leg 
 leveling system that allows for better  
adjustment of the table. The Heritage 
pool table has been created with 
nothing but the highest of quality 
components and ALL for a surprisingly 
low price. It’s the perfect center piece 
for your home game room. MSRP 
$3700.00 FGB Price $3099.00
for your home game room. MSRP 
$3700.00 FGB Price $3099.00

Dufferin 
Corner Cue 
Rack 
Holds 10 cues, balls 
and has a hook for 
your triangle. Four  
finishes available.
280971 $159.99
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The Colchester Billiard Lamp 
The classic look of this lamp will light any table 
with style. Three 16” golden glass shades on a 
distinctive hammer bronze bar will make the  
perfect finishing touch in your game room. 
265112 MSRP $399.99 FGB Price $299.99

Upgrade your table to a Teflon® 
protected billiard cloth and  
accidental spills wipe up with ease! 

Spills Hate Teflon® Cloth!

Dufferin  
Deluxe Cue Rack
This 2 piece rack holds 8  
cues and comes in five  
finishes. 280902 $39.99

Brushed Nickel 
Cue Rack
This six cue floor stand is 
available in five finishes.
280052 $99.99

Pacific Billiard Table 
Bold enduring lines and intricate 
solid wood moldings and rails give 
this table a look that will never go out 
of style. Two cabinet finishes and 20 
cloth choices on either 4’ x 8’ or 4 1⁄2’ 
x 9’ sizes. Chocolate Pear Tree  
finish with Dark Green cloth  
shown. MSRP $4000.00  
FGB Price from $3299.00

Legacy Classic Pub Table  
and Heritage Spectator Chair 
Our solid wood 30” pub table makes the perfect companion to our Spectator 
Chairs. The distinctive lines of this elegant table will make a great place to sit 
and enjoy a beverage in a pub or game room. Heritage Spectator Chairs  are 
the ideal vantage point for viewing a game of pool. Conveniently equipped 
with a cue rest and drink holder. 180450 Classic Pub Table $592.99 
285050 Heritage Spectator Chair $436.99

       Canada Billiard has a 44 year tradition of  

manufacturing superior billiard products. Their 

reputation has been built on crafting fine billiard 

furniture that is second to none. Each solid wood 

table is pre-assembled by master craftsmen in 

their state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in 

Laval, Quebec to assure a perfect fit. Pieces are 

matched and numbered just like in the good old 

days. These tables aren’t held together with  

staples and wood screws. Machine bolts and 

dowels are used for precise and solid assembly. 

All tables utilize a unique built-in leveling  

system that eliminates shimming the legs.  

Rails are fastened using nut plates, threaded 

rods and lock washers to ensure that the rails 

are fastened securely to the slate. This ultimate 

link between rail and slate minimizes vibrations 

and guarantees quiet, lively bounce back and 

playability. Professional “Masterspeed” rubber 

cushions provide true rebound and maximum 

accuracy. All tables conform to B.C.A. (Billiard 

Congress of America) specifications and come 

with a Lifetime Warranty.

 the  
canada billiard story

                                                                 

Legacy Classic Pub Table 
and Heritage 
Our solid wood 30” pub table makes the perfect companion to our Spectator 
Chairs. The distinctive lines of this elegant table will make a great place to sit 
and enjoy a beverage in a pub or game room.
the ideal vantage point for viewing a game of pool. Conveniently equipped 
with a cue rest and drink holder. 
285050 Heritage Spectator Chair

Heritage Pub Shelf 
A convenient place to set down a  
drink without taking up floor space.  
30” W x 15” D. 180482 $155.99

Brushed Nickel 

This six cue floor stand is 
available in five finishes.
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The Rhino Billiard Table 
Edgy design at an economical price! The Rhino’s 
unique modern look and heavy duty cabinetry 
combine to make a breathtaking statement in a 
contemporary game room or commercial  
establishment. Bold straight lines and large  
8 inch rails make for an impressive table with 59 
3/4” x 103 1/2” outside dimensions. This 1” slate 
table also features scratch, stain and burn resistant 
laminate covered solid hardwood rails. 4’ x 8’ Rhino 
comes standard with West Latitude finish. Many 
optional finishes available. MSRP $4400.00  
FGB Price from $3699.00
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La Condo Furniture
Crafted to take the game room into another 
dimension, La Condo furniture will smartly store 
billiard accessories while complimenting a room 
with discreet elegance. From the La Condo 
bench and ladder back styled dining chair to 
buffet and cue stands, all La Condo furniture 
is made in Canada with focus on quality and 
functionality, so you are ready to surprise your 
guests with a game of pool.  
285005 La Condo Bench From $1399.99  
285003 La Condo Ladder Backed Chair  
From $599.99
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   La Condo Divine  
This gorgeous trestle style table from Canada Billiard’s La Condo 
series of home entertainment tables is solid wood throughout 
with a 1” slate playing surface. The La Condo series is available 
in several unique designs and finishes to suit any décor. Four 
sizes available in your choice of finish. Dining top optional.  
MSRP $10,052.00 FGB Price from $8450.00
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LA CONDO 2IN1  
POOL & DINING TABLE 
Pure design meets functionality 

in the Canada Billiard La Condo 

home entertainment table. This 

unique table shifts in moments 

from an elegant dining table to a 

contemporary slate billiard table. 

No one will guess your sleek 

looking solid wood dining table 

doubles as the centre of  

entertainment in your home. 

Perfect for small spaces or the 

company board room. Available 

in 3’ x 6’, 3 ½’ x 7’, 4’ x 8’ and 4 

½’ x 9’ sizes. Shown in Victorian 

Maple finish. Available in 14  

standard finishes or optional 

stainless steel. MSRP $6352.00  

FGB Price from $5350.00

La Condo Mystere   
Practicality will have you playing in  
any space with this mission style table 
from Canada Billiards La Condo series  
of home entertainment tables. The  
Mystère comes in two heights (30” and 
32”) and is available in 4 sizes. Although 
no one would realize your dining table  
is also a pool table when it has the  
dining top on, the La Condo is a pool  
table first featuring 1” slate, Master  
Speed cushions and solid Canadian  
hardwood construction. MSRP $6752.00 
FGB Price from $5450.00 

La Condo Furniture
Crafted to take the game room into another 
dimension, La Condo furniture will smartly store 
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LA CONDO GAME TABLES Canada Billiard’s unique La Condo 
series of game tables offer sleek 
contemporary styling packed with 
fun. Designed to complement the 
famous La Condo pool table series, 
these are the perfect additions to  
any entertainment area.   

Choose from Poker Tables, Foosball, 
Bumper Pool and Shuffleboard in 9’, 
12’, 14’ and 16' sizes. There is even a 
La Condo Table Tennis Table and Bar.  
Choose from numerous designer 
finishes.



Cameo  
Billiard Lamp 
The contemporary Cameo 
family of lamps feature a 
ribbon of colour, framed 
by metal trim. Perfect for 
a modern look in a variety 
of colours and sizes. 
$1387.00  
Special $879.99Special $879.99

Banff Billiard Table 
Features traditional lines with ball and claw 
legs. The solid birch rails and exquisitely 
trimmed cabinet are hand finished in a 
choice of two luxurious stains. Chocolate  
Pear finish with Khaki cloth shown.  
MSRP $4300.00 FGB Price from $3599.00

Elite Spectator Chair 
Comfortable and stylish, the Elite Spectator Chair 
will be a welcome resting place for your guests 
while you entertain in your game room. Metal 
accents and plush upholstery complete the look. 
MSRP $1403.84 FGB Price from $1169.99
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Maze Billiard Table
This table epitomizes  
contemporary living, with crisp 
clean lines the sophisticated 
design cleverly combining 
the fun of billiards with chic 
architectural elements below. 
Constructed from solid birch 
the Maze is available in 14 
standard cabinet finishes and 
18 cloth colours. Available in 4’ 
x 8’ size. MSRP $10,794  
FGB Price from $9,069

accents and plush upholstery complete the lookaccents and plush upholstery complete the look. 
MSRP $1403.84MSRP $1403.84 FGB Price from $1169.99

Dufferin Pool Balls
These premium 2 1/4'' billiard 
balls come with a lifetime 
guarantee. Available in  
pool or snooker sets.  
210001 $79.99

Tiffany Billiard Light
This beautiful 4 light billiard light will add brightness to your room 
with its brilliant stained glass display. These lights are boxed 
knocked down which allows them to be easily shipped or  
transported. Assembly is simple and completed in minutes. 
265530 $728.70 Special $599.99

The Barn Billiard Table
Referencing everything from traditional 
shapes to industrial details, the "Urban  
Rustic" style of this table creates a warm  
and comfortable atmosphere with a sense of 
relaxed elegance. Here the distinctive wood 
grains and distressed finishes of Red Pine 
highlight rustic warmth with an antique grey 
stain, while bringing a one-of-a-kind feel to 
your home. Available in 7ft, 8ft and 9ft sizes.  
MSRP $7994.00 FGB Price from $6799.00

NAUGAHIDE  
TABLE COVERS
Protect your pool table with 
one of these heavy-duty fitted 

covers. Available in Brown, 
Camel, Black, or Burgundy in 

a variety of sizes. From $99.99

Cameo 
Billiard Lamp
The contemporary Cameo 
family of lamps feature a 
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Canadian-made Herrington Billiard and Canada Billiard tables provide unsurpassed value and exquisite styling. 
These 1” slate tables offer solid wood rails and a wide variety of styles from classic to contemporary. We carry 
sizes to fit your room with choices of 3’ x 6’, 3 ½’ x 7’, 4’ x 8’, 4 1/2’ x 9’, 5’ x 10’ and 6’ x 12’ sizes. Match any 
décor with a choice of 20 cloth colours and a vast variety of stain choices.

What to Look for when Buying a Pool Table

ribbon of colour, framed 
by metal trim. Perfect for 
a modern look in a variety 
of colours and sizes. 

Special $879.99Special $879.99

Billiard Lamp
The contemporary Cameo 
family of lamps feature a 

Chalk Out Billiard 
Cloth Cleaner
Revolutionary product that 
cleans and refreshes a pool 
table cloth in 60 seconds! 
Helps cloth last 40-50% longer. 
Safe on all grades of pool table 
cloth. 200195 $16.99

Chalk Out Billiard 
Cloth Cleaner
Revolutionary product that 
cleans and refreshes a pool 
table cloth in 60 seconds! table cloth in 60 seconds! 
Helps cloth last 40-50% longer. 
Safe on all grades of pool table 

200195 $16.99

1. Solid Frame – The frame supports over 600 lbs of 
slate so it must be heavy duty. We use a minimum of  
1-5/8” thick base frame and  assemble it with inserts 
and bolts (not wood screws) for lasting strength.

2. Secured Slate - Slate is secured to the base frame 
with solid wood blocks.

3. 1 inch Slate - Premium slate from the best  
quarries. Precision machined to within 10/1000 of 
an inch.

4. Solid Hardwood Rails - Solid hardwood rails and 
aprons are bolted to the slate so they will always 
provide a lively bounce for every shot. The unique  
rail anchoring system uses steel plates embedded  
precisely in the solid hardwood to keep the rails 
secure and true.  

5. Master Speed Cushions - Cushions utilize  
professional “Master Speed” natural gum rubber  
for true rebound and maximum accuracy.

6. Exclusive Levelling System – Herrington and  
Canada Billiard tables incorporate heavy steel  
levellers inserted into each leg with tapped bushings 
to allow levelling on almost any surface. This  
provides a clean look and a more stable table.

7. Superior Finish – Finishes vary from High  
Pressure Laminates to designer finishes applied with 
numerous coats of hand rubbed stains and lacquers 
ensuring a peerless quality, durable and gorgeous 
furniture finish.    
   Made in Canada.
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Billiard table prices include the manufacturers’ limited lifetime warranty and products are subject to the terms thereof. Prices for model variations and other table 
sizes are available upon request from your local retail location. Additional delivery charges may apply to outlying areas. See store for details. Prices on all  
products in this catalogue are in effect while quantities last or until store closing time on December 31, 2017. Certain products available at participating  
F.G.Bradley’s locations only. All colours, models and sizes may not be available at all stores or at all times. Although every effort has been made to ensure the 
accuracy of the information in this publication, we cannot be held responsible for pricing or description errors or omissions. Products may not be exactly as shown. 
Prices shown are in Canadian funds and do not include applicable taxes. F.G.Bradley’s® is a registered trademark of Playit Incorporated. All rights reserved.

A. Tabletop Trivia Quiz Game 705078 $5.99
B. Tabletop Christmas Charades Game 705064 $5.99 
C. Tabletop Call My Bluff Game 705077 $5.99
D. Mini Etch A Sketch 780002 $12.99
E. Slingshot Santa 330145 $9.99
F. Jelly Belly's Holiday Edition 305010 $6.99
G. Gift Card Holder Puzzle Box 760392 $12.99
H. Capa Bunga Wine Stopper 130087 $9.99 

I.  Thinking Putty - Amber 330650 $5.49
J.  EZ Unlink Puzzler Level 8 760206 $15.99
K. Skewb Puzzler 760216 $25.99
L. Speedy Words 700510 $12.99
M. BBBarfly Bottle Opener 130177 $21.99
N. Rubik's Cube Keychain 760315 $12.99
O. Rudolph Playing Cards 600343 $7.99

P. Wallet Ninja 330148 $11.99
Q. Silver Metal Dice 630093 $11.99 
R. Thinking Putty - Superfly 330651 $5.49
S. Cooper Metal Dice 630402 $5.99
T. Sneaky Cards 720081 $14.99
U. Iota Game 700227 $14.99
V. Mini Dominoes 700916 $5.99 

PROUDLY CANADIAN OWNED AND OPERATED
www.fgbradleys.com    

Pickering Town Centre
1355 Kingston Rd.  

Pickering | ON L1V 1B8
Lower Level Sears Wing

905.420.6113 
1.888.456.GAME

Etobicoke Store  
192 North Queen Street  

Etobicoke | ON M9C 4Y1 
Across from Sherway Gardens

416.622.7084 
1.866.407.5400

Oshawa Centre
419 King Street West 
Oshawa | ON L1J 2K5 

North of Door #1 Near Sears
905.404.2233 

1.844.356.4263

Fairview Mall
1800 Sheppard Ave. E  

North York | ON M2J 5A7
Lower Level near The Bay

416.494.0094
1.800.829.4981
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